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How did we get here?

➔ Technically complex system of online advertising

➔ Advertiser removed from implementation and measurement

➔ Absence of technical means to measure incrementality

➔ Measurement became ‘what’s possible’ rather than ‘what’s right’ -

defined by engineers rather than by economists or marketers

➔ The worst thing - people believe in wrong concepts and live by 

them; most don’t even question them



Wrong vs. misinformed measurement

Incomplete information for decision 
making - sometimes arbitrary decisions:

● print ads
● billboards
● TV ads

Wrong incentives:
● Proxy outcomes
● Consistently wrong decisions
● Wasted budgets
● Criminal activity (fraud)



Healthcare in the US: wrong measurement -

broken system 

➔ No consistent measurement of incremental effect of treatment on patients

➔ Proxy outcomes - medical procedures delivered

➔ Wrong incentives - unneeded procedures, expensive equipment, etc

➔ Broken system, rising insurance premiums, reduced coverage
➔ By far the highest percentage of national per capita GDP across all developed 

countries



Healthcare in the US: wrong measurement -

broken system 



Good honest effort

➔ Thinking of deficiencies

➔ Thinking of incentives

➔ Thinking of consequences

➔ Honest admission of limited accessibility of ‘ideal’ solution

➔ Thinking of incremental improvements (rather than breakthroughs)

➔ Sometimes compromise and give up some purity



Compromise

➔ Beware of limitations of any measurement (cookies, walled gardens, other 
channels, offline outcome data, LTV)

➔ Combine RCT’s with tested observational methods

➔ Beware of potential conflict of interest



Experimental vs. Observational Studies. 

Medicine

Real-World Outcomes of Patients with Metastatic Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer Treated 

with Programmed Cell Death Protein 1 Inhibitors in the Year Following U.S. 
Regulatory Approval, The Oncologist, December 2018.

Background. Evidence from cancer clinical trials has strong internal validity but can be difficult to 
generalize to real-world patient populations.
Materials and Methods. This retrospective study leveraged electronic health record (EHR) data collected 
during routine patient care in community cancer care clinics. 
Conclusion. This analysis suggests OS in real-world patients may be shorter than in conventional clinical 
trial patient cohorts, potentially due to narrow trial eligibility criteria. 
Implications for Practice.  As new therapies enter clinical practice, real-world data can complement 
clinical trial evidence providing information on generalizability and helping inform clinical treatment 
decisions.



Think as citizens and policy makers: anticipate 
implications and human behavior


